
 

 

*Facial Beauty and Anti-aging: Through facial operation head, it can revitalize human fibroblasts to
generate collagen, elastic fibers, hyaluronic acid and other substances, and restore skin vitality; Can
solve the facial skin yellowish dull, contour is not clear, lack of elasticity, skin slack, wrinkles, double
chin, and facial depression.

*Slim body Shaping: For the decomposition of adipocytes,decompose lipids, into muscle energy,
reduce fat volume, to tighten the skin, shape effect. It can solve cellulite accumulation, body obesity,
orange skin tissue, moisture edema and etc.

Advantages and Characteristics
1. The body handle is equipped with a 2.8-inch touch screen, which is easier to control and adjust.
2. No need to beautician laborious massage, simple operation is safe.
3. Frequency conversion negative pressure attraction: pure physical property has no damage to the
skin, the best effect is the most in-depth.
4. Two-way power roller: the contact surface is wider, the function area is larger, the function depth
is deeper.
5. Personal exclusive collet: three-dimensional effect deep, intelligent infinitely variable speed
stimulation depth is different.

 

80K Cavitation : Based on the use of low-frequency ultrasound waves, it creates a phenomenon
called “cavitation” in the body. Cavitation occurs when the ultrasound waves cause the formation
and implosion of tiny bubbles in the liquid surrounding the fat cells, causing them to break apart. It
can be effective for reducing the appearance of cellulite, toning and firming the skin, and reducing
the circumference of treated areas.

Multi-pole RF : It uses the electromagnetic waves that are applied to the skin, and the waves
penetrate the skin’s surface and reach the deeper layers, causing the tissues to vibrate and generate
heat. Thus stimulates the breakdown of fat cells

Vacuum RF : It combines the technologies of both vacuum suction and RF technology. The vacuum
suction is used to massage and manipulate the skin, while the RF technology is used to heat the
deep layers of the skin, promoting collagen production and the breakdown of fat cells.
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